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Introduction
This book is an extensive glossary of tenpin bowling terms—over
2400 entries—examining the words and imagery used in bowling. It is a
list of specialized terms and their meanings such as positive axis point,
radius of gyration, axis tilt and the like at one end of the spectrum and
names of spare leaves, such as sleeper, baby split and others at the other
end. Additionally, we’ve also collected terms from other countries, such
as “tease the dog” from Australia or “ride the lightening” from England.
It is not a “how to” book and not intended to teach anyone “the
way” to bowl. There are many books written for that purpose; the Glossarist has over 200 of them, listed in the Bibliography. There are many very
good bowling coaches; every year there is a list of the top 100 as posted
by Bowlers Journal International. They teach how to bowl and how to
bowl better. Nonetheless though, all the teachers and all the authors use
a language that is, or may be, specialized and foreign to the student or
reader, particularly to the beginner, casual bowler or once-a-week league
bowler.
I’m a bowler and an 85 year-old retired engineer. I’ve been league
bowling, off and on, duck pins and tenpins, since 1952, after returning
home from Japan and Korea. For the first forty-some years my bowling
knowledge and skills were typical of the once-a-week, hard-rubber-ball
player. However, when I bought a new ball around 1999—my 16 pound
ball had become too heavy—the information flyer in the Ebonite ball
carton used ball layout terms such as preferred spin axis, stacked leverage, reactive resin and other obscure words I did not know. What’s more,
my fellow league bowlers didn’t know them either. So for the next few
years I studied for my own education and diversion. A time came, about
ten years ago, when I decided to compile and publish a large-scale international glossary of tenpin bowling. I joined with my friend, Diane Hanson, in a limited partnership, Ezynta Books, LP. For the book I generated
the text and Diane generated the book layout, figures and imagery, based
on the text and sketches I provided to her.
Our glossary, Striking Words, is a book intended to help the average league bowler understand the terms and graphs they may encounter
down at their local bowling center. Moreover, most of our definitions
are amplified beyond the one or two lines given in the usual bowling
glossaries appended to many bowling how-to books. (Our definitions are
expanded, perhaps to the point of being tedious and pedantic; however,
the book is a reference book, not a novel.)

Of course, in any field of endeavor new words, phrases and terms
arise. So any glossary or dictionary is obsolete or incomplete on the day
that it is released to the printer. Furthermore, since I am not a bowling
coach nor a bowling-ball driller nor a bowling professional at any level,
it is entirely possible that my understanding of a word or phrase is inadequate, insufficient or even completely wrong. (If so, I hope it’s not laughably wrong.) I will be most appreciative for any corrections or additions
brought to my attention before the next edition. (Walt McIntosh, 2015)

Explanatory Notes
To avoid the awkwardness of he/she, him/her or him and her the
Glossarist and Illustrator have elected to use and alternate one gender or
the other, when required, with the understanding that whichever gender
is used, the other gender is understood to be included, unless it is clear
that only the one gender is meant.
Tenpin is one word when referring to the sport of bowling but two
words when referring to the pin, 10-pin or ten pin; World Tenpin Bowling Association or Tenpin Bowling Australia, for example. Coverstock is
one word. Fingertip is one word.
Alphabetizing in this glossary is totally dependent upon letter order irrespective of space or hyphen. For example, all events comes before
alley which comes before all-spare game.
See refers to a quantity directly related to the entry. See also refers
to a looser connection or tangential relationship, contrast or compare refers to an opposite or contradictory condition. Same as refers to the major
synonym of a term.
All entries are in bold. All referenced entries are in bold when
following see, see also, contrast and same as. If a word in a sentence is in
bold type it indicates that there is an entry for that term.
When there is a string of referenced entries they are separated
with a semicolon without a conjunction. Example: See also all-events;
doubles; singles.
Bibliographic references, following the glossary listing, are identified by brackets: [93], [P12]. When the bracketed number is identified
within a glossary entry it indicates the bibliographic reference. If the
number is prefixed by a P, the referenced work is a pamphlet. If the bibliographic reference is an alpha-numeric, [58A] for example, the cited
book is a recent acquisition and it was simpler to add the letter than to
renumber all the entries and find all the citations within the glossary.
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Abbreviations and symbols
ABC

American Bowling Congress

BJI

Bowler’s Journal International

BTBA British Tenpin Bowling Association
BTM

Bowling This Month

CG

Center of Gravity

CL

Center line

COF

Coefficient of friction

COR

Coefficient of restitution

DALT

Dual Angle Layout Technique

DRG

Differential Radius of Gyration

FIQ

Federation Internationale des Quilleurs,
(now World Bowling)

h

Horizontal component of the positive axis point

LHB

Left-handed bowler

MB

Mass bias

ML

Mid line

MPH

Miles per hour

NGB

National governing body

PAL

Perpendicular axis line

PAP

Positive axis point

PBA

Professional Bowlers Association

PSA

Preferred spin axis

RHB

Right-handed bowler

RG

Radius of Gyration

RGx, RGy, RGz
Radii for the x, y & z axes
RPM

Revolutions per minute

TBA

Tenpin Bowling Australia

USBC United States Bowling Congress
v

Vertical component of the positive axis point

VAL

Vertical axis line

WIBC Women’s International Bowling Congress
WTBA World Tenpin Bowling Association
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A
ABBA: American Blind Bowling Association, founded in 1951.
ABC: See American Bowling Congress.
abduction: With respect to the delivery of a bowling ball, the angling away
from the forearm alignment and toward the thumb side of the hand.
Contrast adduction.
Abralon®: A type of abrasive recommended for bowling ball surface adjustment and resurfacing. It is manufactured by Mirka, a Finnish international company, and available through pro shop suppliers. The abrasive is mounted on a flexible-weave pad that allows water and air to
pass through freely and is able to adapt to curved surfaces. Available
grits are 180, 240, 360, 500, 600, 800, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, and 4,000.
The 180 and 240 grit levels are used for deep-scratch sanding; 360
grit for deep scratches; 500 and 600 for medium scratches; 1,000 grit
for factory-sanded finishes; 2,000 and 3,000 grit for mild luster with
texture; and the 4,000 grit level produces a high luster with a smooth
texture. In terms of sanding the bowling ball surface for adjustment
of lane friction, 500 grit is good for heavy oil, 1,000 grit for medium
oil, 2,000 and higher grits are used to produce smoother rolls. The
Abralon pads do not lose their grit in water so wet scuffing and sanding can be used and will minimize the amount of bowling ball dust.
Among other places the pads can be obtained at Beaver Industrial
Supply, beavertools.com. See Mirlon Total; Scotch Brite; siaair.
abrasives: Sanding pads of various styles. The most commonly used types for
bowling ball surface correction and adjustment are Abralon, Mirlon
Total, Scotch Brite and siaair. See siaair abrasives.
absentee: In league bowling, a member of a team who is scheduled to be present for competition but does not appear. Depending upon league
rules, an absentee may be replaced by a substitute. If not replaced, the
team will have to accept an absentee score.
absentee score: In league bowling, a score for the position on a team having a
regular bowler who is not present at the time the team is bowling at a
scheduled match. If no substitute is present, the team must then use
an absentee score, which incorporates a penalty. Usually the team is
penalized by having to post a score that is a reduction of the bowler’s
average by 10 or 15 pins, depending upon league rules. Example: the
bowler’s average is 150 but the absentee score is 150 - 10 = 140. Also
known as a blind, blind score or dummy score. In some leagues the
absentee score is fixed, such as 140 for men and 120 for women. Also
known as Mr. or Mrs. Average.
ABT: See Amateur Bowlers Tour.
accelerator: That part of the automatic pinsetter that returns the ball to the
power-lift at the ball return rack.
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B
weight; finger weight; negative side weight; side weight; thumb
weight; top weight; weight block.
balk: An approach in which the bowler goes through all the steps of the delivery but fails to release the ball onto the lane. There is no penalty for
a balk, even if the bowler goes beyond the foul line; (some definitions
for balk specify going beyond the foul line.) Therefore, if the bowler
doesn’t feel right during the delivery—out of time, awkward—he
should stop, turn around, return to the stance position and restart the
delivery. It is better to balk than to throw a bad ball. See foul.
ball action: See ball dynamics.
ball, bowling: The physical specifications for a bowling ball are defined by the
USBC and accepted by FIQ and the WTBA. (The USBC laboratories are accepted as the testing laboratories for world-wide bowling.)
The specifications that follow are current as of 2012 for balls thirteen
pounds and more in weight.
In summary, the specifications most evident to the social bowler are
as follows:
Circumference: 27.002 inches (68.585 cm) max. and 26.704 inches
(67.828 cm) min. at the time of manufacture.
Diameter: 8.500 inches (21.59 cm) min. and 8.595 inches (21.83 cm)
max., thus the radius is 4.250 inches (10.795 cm) min. and 4.298
inches (10.916 cm) max. (These are derived specifications, as are volume, surface area and diameter. The fundamental specification is the
circumference.)
Volume: based on circumference limits, 332.46 cu. in.(5448 cu. cm)
max. and 321.57 cu. in. (5269.6 cu cm) min.
Surface area before drilling: 232.08 sq. in. (1497.3 sq. cm) max. and
215.84 sq. in. (1392.5 sq. cm) min.
Roundness: the bowling ball must be spherical and be no more than
0.010 inch (0.254 mm) out of round, i.e., the maximum runout is
0.010”. See runout.
Hardness: the surface hardness must not be less than 72 on the durometer D scale. See durometer.
The center of gravity (CG) of an undrilled bowling ball must be
clearly identifiable by a unique mark or indicator. See center of gravity.
Marking: each ball must be uniquely identifiable by the manufacturer’s name or logo, the ball name, and the ball’s individual serial
number.
The characteristics of greater interest to the high-level bowler and
bowling specialist are as follows:
The radius of gyration (RG) of a ball 13 pounds (5.909 kg) or more in
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clothesline: (Fig. C17) A spare leave, a group of four pins in a single line; i.e.,
1-2-4-7 or 1-3-6-10. Same as bread line.
clover: (Brit.) Four strikes in a row, as in four-leaf clover.
clutch, clutch player: A player that reacts to pressure by accomplishing the
necessary action, i.e., the anchor man strikes out when the team
needs twenty-five pins to win.
clutch hit: A strike or a count that enables a player to win the game.
coach: One who instructs, directs, guides, prompts and/or manages in some
way. A bowling coach for young bowlers is all of the above. However, for the adult bowler trying to improve his/her game the coach
observes, teaches and prompts, even if the one coached is a superior bowler. After all, the coach can observe what the bowler cannot see, including the hidden mannerisms that prevent the bowler
from achieving the best. Every bowler should try to find a suitable
coach. The USBC provides a series of coaching certifications at various levels, the top three being Bronze, Silver and Gold, each being
progressively more difficult. The USBC in 2009 rates only thirty-four
coaches at the Gold level (down to twenty-five in 2014, per Susie
Minshew). The ETBF (European Tenpin Bowling Federation) has
comparable certifications identified as Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3,
which are not to be confused with the lower ranking Levels 1 and 2 of
the USBC, which precede the Bronze, Silver and Gold.

Fig. C17

coast-to-coast: Said of a ball path or delivery line where the ball is delivered
deep inside, directed toward the opposite gutter and hooks back to
the pocket.
co-champion: In a league or tournament setting a provision in the rules that
allows for the teams tied at the end of the season or tournament to
share the championship and its financial rewards in equal amounts.
cock and balls: (Brit.) (Fig. C18) A suggestive or ribald British term for the
1-5-8-9 leave. May be considered as verging on the risqué.
cocked hat: The 3-7-10 and 2-7-10 leaves. Also called Christmas tree and
Faith, Hope and Charity.
cocked wrist: (Fig. C19) The same as wrist cock. There are several degrees
of freedom of a wrist. In bowling, the cupped wrist relates to the forward backward movement of the wrist, the cupped position meaning
that the hand is moved forward so the palm is facing the shoulder
to a greater degree. To describe the cocked wrist, let’s first view the
straight wrist. Imagine holding your right hand out so the palm of the
hand is up and in same general plane as the forearm. In this plane,
imagine that the fingers are pointing in the same direction as the
forearm. This is a straight wrist. Now, without changing the plane
of the palm, bend your hand so it points thirty or forty degrees to
the left of the forearm direction. That is the cocked wrist. See also
collapsed wrist; cupped wrist. Unfortunately, cocked is also used to
indicate the orientation of the hand in relation to the clock angle of
the thumb and fingers. Fred Borden [28] illustrates (RHB) the hand
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Fig. C18

Fig. C19

D
dropaway: A type of delivery where the ball is simply dropped from the address
position rather than pushed out to an extended position. (A term
used by Earl Anthony [10], Winning Bowling.) One advantage of the
dropaway, if the bowler can use it, is that the ball is in a consistent
position for every delivery, whereas the pushaway point can differ depending on the exact amount of forward extension and arm angle.
See hinge delivery, hinge start.
drop it in the moat: An Australian expression for a gutter ball when they say,
“You dropped it in the moat.” See poodle.
dropped ring finger: Relates to drilling the gripping holes in a bowling ball.
According to Bill Taylor [151], Fitting and Drilling a Bowling Ball, the
true spans for the fingers, middle and ring, may be the same or may be
different in length. A true dropped-ring-finger drilling is a drilled true
span that is shorter than the true span that is correct. An intentional
error is caused by the ball driller with the intent to provide a grip for
the bowler that gives the bowler more control. Not all drillers believe
that this error is useful. This drilling is not to be confused with the
Sarge Easter grip which provides a fingertip span for the middle finger
and a conventional grip span for the ring finger. See also true span;
Sarge Easter grip; fingertip.
dry heads: A lane condition where the amount of oil in the pattern in the first
20 feet is relatively low. As a result the ball reacts to the lane friction
much sooner than is desirable, particularly if there is heavier oil down
lane.
dry lane: A lane which has little lane conditioner remaining from the last application, usually from usage by prior leagues such as those bowling
the night before. Often times the lanes are dressed in the afternoon
before the evening leagues so then the following morning the lane
conditioner covering is non-uniform and the ball tends to hook substantially more than usual.
dry lane ball: A ball that is designed to go longer on dry lanes, usually polished
and perhaps with a core design that provides increased length. Also,
one for which the ball driller lay out produces less flare and lower reaction. The coverstock material might also be less aggressive.
dry side: Said of the bowling lane where the conditioner pattern has been
profiled so there is limited oil on the outer boards and substantial oil
on the inner ones, typically from the 10 board on the right to the 10
board on the left. For the right-handed bowler the dry side would be
on the right from the gutter inward. The opposite, for the left-hander,
would be on the left, from the gutter inward.
DTTA: Distance to the arrows.
Dual Angle Layout Technique™: (Fig. D29) A method developed by Mo
Pinel, then a principal of MoRich Enterprises and now Technology
Developer of Radical Bowling Balls In essence a first line is drawn
from the pin to the mass bias point (preferred spin axis, PSA). An
angle (called the drilling angle) is then chosen based upon when it
is desired for the ball to begin rolling (as opposed to skidding). Early
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EFRAH: An old term for arid lanes, very dry lanes. The word is an acronym for
“Even full rollers are hooking.” Since very few bowlers use a full roller
anymore and many would not understand that full roller deliveries
don’t have much hook, the term doesn’t have much meaning. The
word would be used thusly, “The lane conditions are EFRAH today.”
eight-ten: (Fig. E3) The Cincinnati, an impossible split, or nearly so, of the
8- and 10-pins, a railroad. Usually 8-10 splits occur in what seems to
be a good pocket hit; thus the name pocket splits. See also railroad.
elbow support: A device, usually obtainable at a pharmacy or a pro shop, to
brace the elbow. Other support devices would be wrist supports, tendinitis straps, knee braces and so on.

Fig.E3

elements of ball reaction: (Fig. E4) Exclusive of the bowler’s delivery, hand rotation and the like, there are six basic characteristics of the bowling ball that affect the ball reaction
on the lane. The strongest element, roughly 65 - 70% of
the response, is the coverstock (material such as rubber,
polyester, urethane, reactive resin, etc.) and its surface
preparation – sanding, polishing. Next in importance is
the weight-block and core design. This is calculated to
be about 15 to 20% of the reaction. The third level of
significance is the layout and balance, having 10 to 15%
impact on the reaction. Finally, balance holes, mass bias
and static weights jointly add up to no more than a 15%
effect, and may be less, according to Chip Zielke [181].
Not all authors agree with this assessment.
elimination format: In tournaments for sports such as golfing and bowling,
after a series of rounds or games the players with scores beyond the
cut level are eliminated.

Fig.E4

emblem: (Fig. E5) Another word for patch or chevron. An award for a secondary level of achievement. Also, the company logo on a bowling ball,
usually identifying the top weight portion of the ball as produced by
the manufacturer. The current form of USBC awards is a refrigerator
magnet with the award type identified. As of the 2013 - 2014 season, however, the USBC no longer provides secondary achievement
awards.
emergency postponement: In league play the legal deferment of competition
for one team when an unforeseen set of circumstances makes it impossible for the team to present a legal lineup. Such postponements
are not automatic but must be asked for by a team and approved by
the league board of directors or its postponement committee.
emergency service!: (British) Said when a bowler gets three 9’s in a row, 999
being the UK emergency phone number.
emotion control: In bowling, the self-discipline required to prevent the effects
of frustration and good hits gone wrong from affecting a bowler’s attitude and ability.

Fig.E5
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